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An imv-ortant peric'nic-.ncc- index of a Yagi-Uda array is- 

the directivity. Many studies have been made on the subject 

of optimization for Yagi-Uda antenna arrays.

Shen [1971] obtained an optimum design for a Yagi array 

under constraints on b<xndwidths directivity or the size of the 

array. It was slicwn that the array configuration is determined 

by any two of these three being specified. However, due to the 

nature of the approximation used in Shen’s analysis, no infor

mation on the input impedance of th'?/Yagi antenna is given.

Recently, Cheng and Chen [1973] developed a method for the 

maximization of the forward directivity of a Yagi-Uda array by 

justment of the inter-element spacing. To what extent the 

bandwidth is affected when the dimensions of the array are adjusted 

for maximum directivity remains unanswered.

In this study the work of Shen and of Chen and Cheng is 

extended. Namely, the behavior of the input impedance of the Yagi- 

Uda array is investigated as the operating frequency is varied. 

The effect on rhe bandwidth of a Yagi-Uda array when its gain is 

optimized by adjusting the spacing of the directors as proposed 

by Cheng and Chen is also investigated. The analysis makes use 

of King’s three term theory, which converts an integral equation- 

into a.complex matrix equation, which is solved using a digital 

computer.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

A physical description of the Yagi-Uda array is presented 

in Section .1-1. Previous work is discussed in Section 1-2, and 

the present work in Section 1-3.

1-1 Physical Description of the Yagi-Uda Array

The Yagi-Uda array studied in this investigation consists of 

N thin linear dipole elements, of which No. 1 is parasitic and 

adjusted in length to function as a reflector, No. 2 is driven 

by a voltage Vq2, and Nos. - 3 through II are parasitic and adjusted 

in length to act as directors. The ith element has half-length 

h£ and radius a, and the spacing between the ith element and the 

jth element is where

i = 1,2 ,. , N

j=l,2,...,N

and bj<^j<=a, where

k=l,2,...,N

Such an array is shown in Fig. 1.1. The driven element is normally 

tuned to resonance. Element No. 1 is usually longer than the 

driven element and elements Nos. 3 through N are usually shorter 

than the driven element.
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1-2 Previous Work

An importance performance index of a Yagi-Uda array is the 

directivity. Many studies have been made on the subject of 

optimization for Yagi-Uda antenna arrays. Hansen and Woodyard 

[1938] calculated the optimum phase delays of the currents in the 

elements to give a maximum directivity for a Yagi array. 

However, their analysis did not provide any information as to 

how the prescribed phase shift could be realized. In a study by 

Ehrenspeck and Poeller [1950], correct dimensions for maximum 

directivity in a Yagi-Uda array with equally spaced directors of 

equal length were determined experimentally.

Shen [1971] obtained an optimum design for a Yagi array 

under constraints on bandwidth, directivity or the size of the 

array. It was shown that the array configuration is determined 

by any two of these three being specified. It was also shown 

that a properly designed Yagi array can be operated in two 

frequency bands, with the frequency ratio approximately equal 

to 3.5. However, due to the nature of the approximation used in 

Shen’s analysis, no information on the input impedance of the 

Yagi antenna is given.

Recently, Cheng and Chen [1973] developed a method for the 

maximization of the forward directivity of a Yagi-Uda array by 

adjustment of the inter-element spacing. They made use of the 

three-term theory developed by King and his associates to 
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approximate .the current in the dipoles. Use was also made of a 

theory in matrix analysis. By an iteration process, the optimum 

spacing for maximum directivity is determined. To what extent 

the bandwidth is affected when the dimensions of the array are 

adjusted for maximum directivity remains unanswered.

1-3 Present Study

In this study, the work of Shen and the work of Cheng and 

Chen are extended. Namely, the behavior of the input impedance 

of the Yagi-Uda array as the operating frequency is varied is 

investigated. Thus, when a Yagi-Uda array is optimized under any 

two of the three constraints - bandwidth, directivity, size of 

array - using the method developed by Shen, information on the 

input impedance would be available. The effect on the bandwidth 

of a Yagi-Uda array when its gain is optimized by adjusting the 

spacing of the directors as proposed by Cheng and Chen is also 

investigated. The analysis makes use of King’s three-term theory. 

It converts an integral equation into a complex matrix equation, 

which is solved using a digital computer.
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CHAPTER II

Integral Equation and Hiree-Terra Theory

The integral equation for the current on a thin cylindrical 

.perfect conductor is described in Section 2-1. In Section 2-2, 

the three-terra theory is described. In Section 2-3, the far 

field pattern is calculated.

2-1 Integral Equation

The theory developed is concerned exclusively with thin 

cylindrical conductors all aligned in the z direction in air, so 

that it suffices to use only the axial component of the vector 

potential. Element No. 2 is center driven by a delta-function 

generator.

The interaction of charges and currents on conductors in 

space is governed by Maxv/ell’s equations. A convenient way of 

solving these vector partial differential equations is through 

the use of scalar and vector potentials, $ and X, respectively.

Since V«F=0, it follows from an important theory in vector 

analysis that the vector S' be the curl of some other vector 

[Sokolnikoff, 19G2, p.423]. So the magnetic field can be expressed 

in the form

S = VxTT -----(2.1a)

Using the above equation and substituting into the. Maxwell 
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equations, one can show that Vx(E’+jWX) = 0. Again using another 

important theory in vector analysis [Sokolnikoff, 1962, p.422], 

it follows from the above equation that the vector IT+jw7k be the 

gradient of some function, so the expression of the electric 

field is given by

S’ = -—(2.1b)

where 5 and K are the scalar and vector potentials, respectively. 

The vector "K is not defined completely by (2.1a); in order to 

define a vector, both its curl and it divergence must be defined 

[Mason and Weaver, 1922, p.353] and the normal component must be 

known over a closed surface or the vector must vanish as 1/r2 at 

infinity [loc. cit.]. The following condition relating and $ 

is imposed:

VA' = -j(6g/w)$ -----(2.2)

which is known as the Lorentz condition. The quantity Bq is 

(d/pe-, where P and £ are the permeability and permittivity of the 

medium.

Instead of simply assuming a convenient current along the 

antenna, a more scientific, albeit more difficult procedure is■ 

to determine the actual distribution of current by setting up 

and solving the appropriate integral equation. With (2.1) and 

(2.2), and from the boundary condition Ez(z) = 0. on the surface of 

a perfectly conducting antenna, the vector potential is seen 

to satisfy the equation

(d2/dz2 + Bq)Az(z)=0 -----(2.3)

which has the general solution
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Az(z) = (-j/c) (C1cosg0z + C2singQ|z|) -----C2..4)

if the symmetry conditions Iz(-z)=Iz(z), Az(-z)=Az(z) are imposed. 

Cj and C2 are arbitrary constants of integration and c=l//ijE"» 

The integral equation for the current is 

h -j^QR
(Utt/p0)Az = fhIz(z,)(e )/R dz

= (-jUir/^g) (C^cos^qZ + C2singQ|z|) • -----(2.5)

-iSR
We have used the free space Green’s function G(r ,r1) = (I/Utt) (e )/R

where R=[r-r’[. The problem of solving (2.5) for the current is 

very complicated. This is a linear integral equation of the 

first kind. It has been carried out approximately in a variety 

of ways [King, 1956], The procedure to be followed in obtaining 

a useful approximate solution of (2.5) is the three-term theory 

developed by King 11968],
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2-2 Three-Term Theory

It was shown by King [1968,p.lU9] that from the properties 

of the integral equation that an approximation of the current 

•consists of three terms, of which each represents a different 

distribution; specifically, let the current distribution (2.5)

Iz]5(zk) = Vozk + BkF0zk + DkH0zk 

where

I1ozk=sin6o(hk-Izkl)
F0zk==os60Zk - =o=B0hk

H0zk=cos^0zk/2^ ■* cos(BQhk/2)

— (2.6)

— (2.7a)

-----(2.7b)

-—(2.7c)

The currents induced by the interaction between charges 

moving in the more or less widely separated sections of the 

antenna appear in two parts. One of these, the shifted cosine, 

is maintained by that part of the interaction which is equi

valent to a constant field acting in phase at all points along 

the antenna. The other part, the shifted cosine with half-angle 

arguments, is the correction that takes account of the phase lag 

introduced by the retarded instead of instantaneous interaction.

In a parasitic element, the coefficient Ak is zero, but the 

other two terms remain. When the several antennas in an array 

are not all equal in length, so that the h^ differ, the N 

simultaneous equations exist:
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• N hi
^h. Izi(zl)Kkid(zk>zl)dzl = {j^/^0cos(eOhk)]}- 

1=1 i

<l/2V0kHOzk + UkFOzk) -----(2.8)

with k=l,2,,..,N. The kernel has the form
-j^oRki "9^0Rkih

^kid^zk»zl^ = ^ki^zk»zl^"^ki^k»zi^ = e /^ki"6 /Rkih

where Rki=/(zk-z«)2+bJi Rkih=/(hh-zl)2+bki

The function is

N h.
Uk=[-j?o/(4TT)]Z Zh1 Izi(zl)Kki(hk»zl)dzl -—(2.9) 

i=l i

The integral equation for the driven element is

h9 N
A2^h M0z,2K22d(z2 *z2)dz2 + ? ■fBiF0z’iK2id(z2 »zl)dzl

2 1=1
N

+ I -(DiH0z’iK2id^z2 iZpdz^ 
1=1

= { J Utt/C ?q cos ( Bgh2 ) 3 I (1/2 Vq 2^0 22 b2F0z2^ ———(2.10)

and the remaining N-l integral equations are

h2 N
A2Ai M0z*2Kk2d(zk>z2)dz2 + F . ^i^z * iKkid( zk »ZP dzl

2 1 = 1

+ ? "iHoz'iKkid^k^P112! 
1=1

= {jU7T/[50cos(BQhk)]}(UkFQzk) -----(2.11)

Use is made of the properties of the real and imaginary parts of 

the kernel as follows:

^hk G0z’kKkkdR(zk»zk)dzk ~ G0zk

where GOz,k stands for MOz,k, FOztk, or HOz,k and KkkdR(zk,zk) is

the real part of the kernel. On the other hand,
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-h^ ^0z^^kkdI^zk»zk^z]<~ *

It follows that:

WkkV<2k’5Zhk «OzAKkkd(Zk.z4)dzJ = ^kdVMOzk + ^kdVHOzk —(2.12a)

wkkU(zk)E^hk F0zj;Kkkd(zk>zk,dzk ' ',kkdUF0zk + ',kkdUn0zk -(2.12b)

WkkD(zk>;Z^ H0z£Kkkd<zk'z£)dzk = ^kdDF0zk + '*'kkdDH0zk ---<2.12c)

where the Y’s are complex coefficients yet to be determined.

'FkkdDF0 zr is added to provide symmetry.

When i/k and Bgb>=l, it can be shown 

that:

^hi G0zlKkidR^zk>zpdzi“ F0zk

/hi G0zlKkidI(zk'zi)dzP H0zk

where Gqz| stands for ^Ozl or ^Ozl*

i/k:

by direct comparison

It follows that, with

WkiV(zk>EFhi M0zlKkid(zk-zl>dzl = '1'kidVF0zk + '■'kidvHozk --<2.13a)

*kiU<zk>^hj F0zlKkid<Zk.zPdzl : *kiduF0zk * ?IkidUH0Zk —<2.13b)

wkiD^zk)=/hi H0zlKkid^zk,zl^dza " '*'kidDF0zk + '1kidDIIozk (2.13c)

where the Y’s are complex coefficients yet to be determined.

With (2.12) and (2.13), (2.10) becomes:

m N
A2»?2dV>!0z2 + 'i’22dVn0z2) + BiW2idUF0z2' + '1'2idUI!0z2 ’

N ’ . b
+ F = 1 DiC'1'2idDF0z2 + ’’lidDHozz’
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= (1/2 V02M0z2 + U2F0z2) -----(2.14)
^0cos(g0h2)

For (2.11), the N-l equations are:

A2<’l'k2dVF0Zk + 42dVHOzk) B.(^idUFOzk + ^idUHOzk)

N f ,
+ F = 1 ^^kidD^Zk + ^kidDHozk)

= Ujir JvFn^. k=l,3,4,...,N -----(2.15)
^Qcos(g0hk)

These equations will be satisfied if the coefficients of 

each of the distribution functions is individually required to 

vanish; i.e., in (2.11):

,*
A9 = j27ryn9 -—(2.16)

^o'i'^l2dVcos(e0ll2) 

and
N f f
z + Di'l'2idD,cosBoh2 ' !L2L_U2 = 0 -----(2.17a)
i=1 Sq

. N .
A2l'?2dV + ^/Bi^idU + Bi^idD5 - 0 —C2.17b)

Similarly, in (2.15), with k=l,3,4,... ,N:

■ f N
Mk2dv + 2 CBi’i'kidU + Bi’i'kidD^03^ " 12tZLUk = 0 -----(2.18a)

1S1 ?0

. N h ,
A2^2dV + /Bi'i'kidU + Oi^kidD) = 0 —(2.18b)

1=1
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Equations (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18) are (2N+1), and they 

determine the 2N+1 constants > B1 an^ Dj. > i=l,2,...,M. To 

evaluate the functions U^, define the following integrals:

't,kiV<hk)=Zhi ^OzAi^k’2!^2! —(2.19a)

^kiU^k^Zhi ^0 zl^ki ^k»zi ^zi —(2.19b)

'FkioChk^Zhi H0ZlKki(hk»zl)dzl — (2.19c)

where ^^(h^ ,z{) = e~^0^kih and Rk£h=/(h]<-zi) z+b^j< . 
ID \ JxJ-Il
Kkih

From (2.9), it follows that:

N
' Uk=zl^L ? Ai’i,kiV<hk) + Bi^kiU^k) + Di'PkiD(hk) —(2.20a) 

Utt 1=1

Ai=0 for-i=l,3,U,...,N

N
•Uk=zl^L <A2'1'k2V<hk) + Z Bi¥kiu(hk) + Di'PkiD(hk)-----(2.20b)

UTT 1=1

Equations (2.17) and (2.18) can be combined with the aid of the

^i^kidU + Di,*'kidD)i:osBohk - iUuk = 0 --<2-21 
co

+ S <B.^ldu + Di1-hidD) = 0 -----(2.21b)

Kronecker 6 defined by:

i/k0

i=k1

The equations are:

A2(l-6k2)'*k2dV
N

+ Z
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Substituting (2.20b) in (2.21a), we get: 

f N f ■
A2^'l,k2V^hk^ “ ^1-5k2 ^'1,k2dVcos^0hk^ + ? J^i^kiU^k^ ~ '1'kidUGOS^0hk^ 

1*1
N f

* ? Di<',klD<l>k> " 'fkidDcosB0hk) = 0 -----(2-22>
1=1

A simplification seems possible by defining:

*k2V 3 Vkav^k^ " C1-,sk2)'l'k2dVcosCSohk'  (2.23a)

■ »kiu 3 ’WV - ’i,kidUcos<8ohk)  (2.23b)

»kiD = 'i'kiD<hk> " ,|,kidDcos<e0hk)  (2.23c)

With this notion, (2.22) and (2.21b) give the following set of

equations:

N
? ^kiUBi + $kiDDi ~ ‘•<I,k2VA2 -----(2.24a)
1=1

’ N ,
? JkidUBi + 'l'kidDDi = ^k2dVA2 --(2.24b)
1=1

These equations may be expressed in matrix form after the intro-

duction of the following notation:

' $11U $12u ••• $1NU "

V
L *N1U $N2U $NNU "

—-(2.25a)

" $11D $12D ••* $1ND *

• V
* $N1D $N2D $NND "

— (2.25b)
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‘ ¥lldU «rh
Y12dU *• • ^INdU "

wh _
YdU"

- ?
YiIldU

vh 
YN2dU

•
•
•

wh 
YNNdU

YlldD Y12dD •* • ^INdD "

‘ ^NldD ’i&dD ^NNdD "

{<J,2V^

■*127"

?N27.

——— (2.25e)

-----(2.25c)

—— (2.25d)

-'F12d7-

t'1'2d7^::

-’i'N2d7-

—(2.25f)

-----(2.25h)

The matrix form of (2.24) is:

. = --{$27^2 -—(2.26a)

CVauJfB} + CT^tD} = -»12'dV}A2 —-(2.26b)

It remains to evaluate the 'P’s which occur in the $’s in (2.23).

Equations (2.12) and (2.13) approximate each integral by a 

linear combination of two terms with arbitrary coefficients; these
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can be evaluated by equating both sides at two values of z. The 

values chosen are z=0 and z=hj,/2. Define the following:

WkiV<°> = AiVh1 Ivi<zi)KkidC0>zl>dzl 
1 

. h£
= M0z'iKkid(O-Zi,dzl --(2.27a)

WkiVChk/2) 5 AiZht IVi(zi)i:kid(hk/2-zi)d2i
1

hi
- ih. ^oz-iKkid^k/2-2!*^! —<2-27b)1

Wkiu(0) -= BTV^ lu^zpK^CO.ztldz! 
1

hi
5 £n. F0z'lKkid(0-zi)dzi —(2.27=)1

WkiU(hk/2) = BiV^ Iui<zl)Kkid<hk/2-zi)dzi 

1

i i0z'i1Whk/2'Zl,dzi —(2.27d)

WkiD<°> 5 DlVh1 lDi<zi)KkidC0>2i,dzi 
1 

. hi 
= f, Hn , .K. . ,(0,z!)dz! -----(2.27e)-h^ Oz’i Kid i i

h.
WkiD(hk/2) = DTVh^ lDi<zl>Kkid<hk/2-zPdzi

1

£ Haz-iKkid<hk/2'zl,dzl —(2.27f)1
Once the W*s in (2.27) have been determined for all values 

of i and k, the coefficients Y may be determined from the 

equations (2.12) and (2.13). At z=0 these become:-
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'i'kkdVsin^Ohk + ¥kkdV^1-cos(e0hk/2)= Wkk’$0) -----(2.28a)

^kidV^“cos^O^k^ + ^kidV^”cos^0^lk'/2^ = T^kiV^^ ---(2.28b)

'i'kidU^:L-cos®Ohk) + ^idU[1-cos<eohk/2):i = HkiU(0) ----- (2.28c)

,kidD(1-cosBOhk) + ’,kidD[1-cos^0hk/2)] = WkiD(0) ----- (2.28d)

"At z=h]</2, they are

^,,.,5111(8 h /2) + [COs(R h /4)-cos(B h /2) ] = W (h /2)kkdV 0 k kkdV Ok Ok kkV k
— (2.29a)

^idV*-cos<‘^0hk//2^‘*cos^0hk^ + ’i'kidv[-CO3^0hk/'4)-cos^0hk'/2)

= Wkiv(hk/2) i?fk -—(2.29b)

'yj^idljEcos (Bohk/2) — cos6ghkl '^kidU^c0^ (3gh.k/4)-cos(8ghk/2) ]

= Wkiu(hk/2) —(2.29 c)

'I'kidD^cos(e0hk/2)"cos80hk-* + 'i'kidD^cos^0hk/4)"‘cos(^0hk/2^

= wkiD(hk/2) -----(2.29d)

The solutions of these equations for the 'P’s are obtained

directly. They are:

^kkdV = ^i1{Wkkv(0)[cos(8Qhk/4)-cos(gQhk/2)]

-Wkkv(hk/2)[l-cos(80hk/2)]} -—(2.30)
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^kkdV ~ A],1 {W]<]<.y(hj</2)sin3Qhj<-Wj<]<y(O)sin(0Qh]</2) } -----(2.31)

YkidV = {wkiV^°)Ceos(30hk/4)-cos(Bghk/2)]

"WkiV(hk/2)[1“cosCe0hk/2)-1} i#k -—(2.32)

^kidV " A2 1 {Wkiv^hk/2) ^1'"cos^0hk^

-Wk£V(0)[cos(gohk/2)-cosgQhk]} i#k ------(2.33)

^kidU = A21 (W]<iu(0)[cos(3Qh]</i|)-cos(goh]</2)]

-Wkiu(hk/2)[l-cos(g0hk/2)]} —(2.34)

^kidU = A21 {Wkj,u(hk/2)[l-aosB0hk]

-Wkiu(0)[cos(g0hk/2)-cos(|30hk)]} ------(2.35)

’i'kidD = A21{V7kiD(0)[QOs(e0hk/4)-cos(50hk/2)]

-WkiD(hk/2)[l-cos(B0hk/2)]} ------(2.36)

YkidD ~ A21{WkiD(hk/2)[l-cosgQhk]

-Wk£D(0)[cos(gQhk/2)-cosgghk]} -—(2.37)

where A-j^ = sin6ghk[cos(gghk/4)-cos(6ghk/2) ]

-sin(6ghk/2)[l-cos((30hk/2)] -—(2.38)

and A2 = [l-cosgghk][cos(6ghk/4)-cos(gghk/2)]

-[cos(Bghk/2)--cos8ghk] [l-cos(Bghk/2)] ------(2.39) 
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All" of the 'K’s have been determined. The YCh) coefficients are 

given in (2.19). The elements of the $ matrices are obtained from 

(2.23). This completes the solution for all of the currents in 

the elements of the Yagi-Uda array.

When the driven element (No. 2) in a Yagi-Uda array is a 

half-wave dipole, as it often is, 8Qh2 = ir/2 and cosBQh2 = 0. 

Some of the.quantities will become indeterminate. Although they 

will yield definite values in the limiting process, an alter

native formulation is preferred in order to avoid computational 

difficulties. The equations needed are described by King[1968,p.198].
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2-3 Radiation Pattern

Once the current distribution on the elements of the Yagi- 

Uda array is known, the far field pattern can be calculated. 

The configuration of Fig. (1.1) is used to derive the far fields 

of the Yagi-Uda array.

The electromagnetic field is

E0(R2,e,<j>) = (jSo/21T){A2(e /R2)Fm(e,30h2)

N -3B0Ri
+ Z (e /Ri)[BiGni(6,30hi) + DiDm(9,B0hi)]}  (2.U0)

i=l 1 . 1

where R^ is the distance from the point of calculation to the 

center of the element i and Fm, Gm, and Dm are defined as follows:

Fm(x,y)=l/2fy sin(y-|x’|)eix’cosxsinx dx*

=[cos(ycosx)-cosy]/sinx -----(2.U1)

Gm(x,y) = l/2ify (cosx’-cosy)e^x cosxsinx dx* 

=[sinycos(ycosx)cosx - cosysinCycosx)]/ 

(sinxcosx) -----(2.42)

Dm(x,y)=1/2/^ (cos(x’/2)-cos(y/2))e^x cosxsinx dx*

={[2cos(ycosx)sin(y/2)-4sin(ycosx)cos(y/2)cosx]/ 

(l-4cos2x)-[sin(ycosx)cos(y/2)]/cosx}sinx ---(2.43)

Equation (2.40) may be arranged as follows:
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‘"3^0^2
E6N(R2>6,(f>) =(-V02/Y)(e z )/R2 CfVN< 6 »<f>)) — (2.4U)

Since no ambiguity can arise, the symbol ¥ without subscripts and 

superscripts is used for 'I'^dV as defined in (2.30). The field 

factor in (2.4U) for the N element array "is given by:

N “3 0o^i”^2^ 
,3gh2) + I e ^Ui^m^9

i=l

+ Tpj^D^C0 ,(3ghj,) ]}sec3gh2 ———CS.U-S)

In obtaining (2.44) and (2.45) the far field approximation R£=R2 

has been made. The following set of parameters has been intro

duced:

Tui28!/^ TDi=Di/,^2 where A2 Is. defined in (2.16) -----(2.46)

The field pattern in the equatorial plane is given by 

| f^j(ir/2 ,<f>) | / | fy^(Tr/2,0 ) | as a function of (j>.

The ratio of the field in the forward direction ($=0) to 

the field in the backward direction (4>=tt) in the equatorial plane 

(6 = it/2) is known as the front-to-back ratio. It is given by:

RpB= I * 0 ) | / | fyjj (,n'/2 ,7r) | -----(2.47)

The front-to-back ratio in decibels is:

rFB~201°S10^PxFB^ (2.-48)

Since the total power radiated by an array is given by the 
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integral over a "great sphere of the normal component of the 

Poynting vector

Sr=1/2(ExH*) -----(2.49)

| SR(R,6 »<t>) | = |EeCR,6 ,») | 2/2^0 ---(2.50)

the distribution of SR as a function of 6 and <f) is of interest. 

The total poxver supplied to the N element array", is:

P2N=1/2IV02I2G2N -----(2.51)

where 62^ is the driving point inductance of element 2 when 

driving the N element parasitic array; but substituting (2.44) 

and ,(2.51) in (2.50)

|SR(R2,e,4>)l = (P2N/G2N)(l/['F|2)(l/^0Rp|fViJ(e,<|))|2 -----(2.52)

If the ohmic losses in the conductors of the antennas and 

in the surrounding dielectric medium (air) are neglected, the 

total power radiated by an array outside a great sphere of 

radius R2 is the same as the total power supplied at the terminals 

of the driven element 2; that is:

P2H = /0Tr/olSR(R2 I R2sinede<a* —(2.5 3)

With (2.52) and (2.53), formulas are obtained for G^. Actually, 

G2h is already known from:

I22/V02=G2n+3B2N

when the medium in which the array is immersed is lossless.
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The absolute directivity of the N element Yagi-Uda array 

is defined in terms of the power radiated by a fictitious iso

tropic antenna which maintains the same field in all directions 

as the Yagi-Uda array does in the direction of its maximum 

(e=ir/2, <j) = 0).

^Niso ~ । ^R^2 H

= UitR^ (P2ij/ ®2iP C1 /1Y [ 2 ) C1/ q R2 ) [ ,0) | 2

The ratio Pijiso/p2il a^>s°lu'te directivity. Thus

Dn = ) Cl/[ V | 2 ) C1/G2IJ) 1 fVIJ(TT/2 ,0 ) [ 2 -----(2.54)

but from (2.16), (2.54) becomes-

DN(t/2,0) = (4tt/?0) {[ [ A2 | 2^2’’'cos2 (g0h2) ]/4tt2 }(1/G2H) | fVIJ(7r/2 ,0) | 2

= (Co/7r){[|A2[2Acos2(g0h2)]/G2N}|fVN(7T/2,0) |2-----(2.55)

The quantity

Gn(it/2,0) = 101og10Dw(iT/2 ,0) -----(2.56)

•is the absolute gain in decibels.

If the driven element is or is near a half wavelength long, 

the more convenient alternative form of the gain is obtained if 

^m^6*^0112^ rePlaced by 11^(0,0gh2) in equations (2.40) and (2.45). 

Also, cosgQh2 is omitted from equation (2.55). Hm(x,y) is defined
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as follows: 

jgnx'cosx 
Hin(xty) = 1/2/^ (sin( | x* | )-siny)e sinx dx

=[1-cosycos(ycosx)]cosx - sinysin(ycosx) ---(2.57) 
smxcosx
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CHAPTER III ’

Input Impedance

The general description of a computer program for the 

analysis of the Yagi-Uda array is presented in Section 3-1. In 

Section 3-2, a comparison of the present results with previous 

results is discussed. Section 3-3 deals with the relationship 

of input impedance and frequency. Conclusions are drawn in 

Sectidn 3-4.

3-1 General Description of Computer Program

The main purpose of this study is to develop a numerical 

technique for calculating the characteristics of a Yagi-Uda 

array. In this regard, a general computer program has been 

written in the FORTRAN IV language to obtain a-solution for the 

matrix equation (2.26).

Equations (2.26a) and (2.26b) involve elements of the NxN 

matrices C$D], an<^ ^dD^* These in turn depend on

the parameters Y introduced in (2.12) and (2.13), and the para

meters Y(h) defined in (2.19). Since each integral is approxi

mated by a linear combination of two terms with arbitrary 

coefficients, it can be evaluated by equating both sides in 

(2.12) and (2.13) at two values of z. The values chosen are

z=0 and z=h]</2 , in addition to z-h^, where both sides must 

vanish. The integration subroutine used for this purpose is a 
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subprogram for numerical integration of an arbitrary function by 

Romberg’s method of numerical integration. The required degree 

of accuracy is achieved by adjusting a convergence test constant. 

Throughout this study, a convergence test constant of 0.01 and 

in interval limit of 40 are employed.

Evaluating the Y and $ coefficients, the 2N coefficients 

B£ and D£ can be determined form equations C2.26); substituting 

in equations (2.7), the currents in the N elements are determined. 

These computations are straightforward matrix manipulation. The 

subroutine for solution of systems of complex simultaneous 

equations makes use of the Gauss elimination method. Rows are 

arranged to improve the accuracy of the results.

Finally, the input impedance of the driven elements is 

obtained from the current at the center of the driven elements 

in terms of the driving voltage Vq2» The far field radiation 

patterns are obtained form numerically computed currents on 

all elements of the Yagi-Uda antenna array, and the absolute 

directivity of the array is calculated.
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3-2 Comparison With Previous Results

In order to confirm the adequacy of the method of solution 

described in Section 3-1, a comparison between numerical results 

from this analysis and the existing data is required; such results 

are presented in this chapter. The distribution of the current 

in an array of two full-wave elements in which element 1 is 

center driven is element 2 is parasitic is studied by King 

[1968, p.212]. The agreement between the results of this study 

and those obtained by King is good. The coefficients of the 

trigonometric components of the current, the admittance, the 

impedance, the current distribution, the horizontal field pat

tern, the forward gain, the backward gain, and the front-to-back 

ratio are all in agreement within 1%.

The input impedance, the far field pattern and the gain for 

a three element array [King, 1968, p.215] and for an array with 

four identical directors [King, 1968, p.220] are studied. The 

results obtained from this analysis are in agreement with those 

obtained by King within 5%. The difference is due to the fact 

that a somewhat different procedure was used. The results 

presented in [King, 1968] are based on the work of Morris[1965], 

in which the entire procedure carried out in Section 2-3 for 

arrays with half-wave elements was repeated with the distribution 

function Mqz2 replaced-by Sqz?* Thi-5 also involved a simple 

rearrangement of the integral equation so that when k=2, the
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right-hand member is (jUtt/^q)(1/2Vq2SqZ2 + £2^022) > w^ere

S0Z2 =sinB0|z21-sin3Qh2
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3-3 Input Impedance

It was shown by Shen [1971] that a Yagi-Uda array of an 

infinite number of equally spaced elements can support a traveling 

wave along the direction of the array when the frequency is 

within one of the passbands. The existence of the traveling 

wave on such a structure has been confirmed by recent experiments 

[Shen et al., 1971], The phase velocity was found to be smaller 

than the velocity of light. Shen [1971] assumed that currents on 

the elements are constant in amplitude with equally progressive 

phase shifts; i.e. , if I(z) denotes the current at y=0 (Fig. 1.1), 

then the current at y=b is'e^I(z), e^^Kz) at y=2b, and so on. 

The quantity <{> is the phase shift between currents in adjacent 

elements. It is seen that the phase angle along each element 

is assumed constant. The present analysis confirms the adequacy 

of this assumption. Typical examples are shown in Table I for 

comparison.

TABLE I
Phase Delay Versus Director Length

Kh b/h <|)(Shen) 4> (Present M
Study)

1.37 1.5 2.18 2.26 16
1.33 1.0 1.45 1.48 20

Note: a/h=0.01, first passband ^average phase delay in
K=free space wave number radians
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Figures- (3.1)-(3. <4) show the phase angle as a function of 

the distance from the reflector. The lines drawn through the 

points, have no physical significance, but serve merely to inter

relate the discrete points and thus reveal how nearly constant 

the phase change from director to director actually is.

Also, Figures (3.5)-(3.8) show that for closely spaced 

directors (e.g,, b/h=1.0), the magnitude of 1^(0) is almost 

equal in the directors and much smaller than the current in the 

driven element, but for larger spacings (e.g., b/h=1.5), the 

currents are comparable in magnitude with the current in the 

driven element. Now, since Shen [1971] assumed constant current 

amplitudes on all elements, the discrepancy between the measured 

directivity and the theoretical results obtained by him would be 

expected to be less for longer arrays (b/h-1.5). This was 

already described by Shen in the same paper. Also, as was ex

plained by Shen [1971], the theoretical results obtained by him 

for the directivity are not necessarily equal to the maximum 

value and so, for longer arrays, the bandwidth is narrower and 

therefore the discrepancy between the calculated directivity 

and the maximum value gradually disappears.
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(kh=1.37, b/h=1.5, ka=0.0136, ^ = 1.67)
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3-4 Conclusions

The input impedance is calculated for different lengths of 

the director and the driven element. For the four examples shown 

in Figs. (3.9)-(3.12) it was found that the resistive part of 

the input impedance is more sensitive to changes in the reflector 

length and the reactive component of the input impedance is more 

sensitive to changes in the driven element length.

For the cases shown in Figs. (3.1), (3.4) and (3.13), the 

phase shift between currents in adjacent elements is apparently 

independent of the length of the driven element and the director.

The magnitude of 1^(0) takes the form of a standing wave, 

the pattern of which is not affected by the length of the reflec

tor as shown in Fig. (3.14), or by the length of the driven ele

ment as shown in Figs. (3.5)-(3.8). The magnitude is more affected 

by changes in the length of the driven element than by the length 

of the reflector.

In summary, to obtain a desirable input impedance for a 

Yagi-Uda array, the length of the driven element and the length 

of the reflector can be changed. The resistive part can be 

changed effectively by adjusting the reflector length, and the 

reactive part can be changed by adjusting the length of the 

driven element. It is observed that for a 10% change of these 

lengths, the phase shift between currents on adjacent elements
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(M=19, kh=1.33, b/h=l, a/b=.Ol, kh1=1.67)

FIG. 3.9 .
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FIG. 3.10

(N=16, kh=1.37, b/h=1.5, a/h=.01, kh =1.67)
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FIG. 3.11

(N=7, kh=1.37, b/h=1.5, ka=.O136)
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and the relative current amplitudes are changed very little(=2%). 

Hence, the field pattern and directivity are also insensitive to 

the change of director and reflector lengths. This is shown in 

Fig. (3.15).

This observation is useful in application, since in the 

design of a Yagi array, it is now possible to separate the design 

of the radiation pattern from the design of the input admittance. 

When the array is optimised in its radiation pattern using Shen’s 

method, the input impedance can be optimized using the present 

method, or simply by trial and error in measurement.
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CHAPTER IV 

Optimization of the Yagi-Uda Array

A method was developed by Cheng and Chen [1973] for the 

optimization of the forward gain by adjustment of the inter

element spacings. This method is described in Section 4-1. 

In Section 4-2, some numerical results obtained from the 

present study are discussed. Also discussed in this section 

is the extent to which the bandwidth is affected when the inter

element spacings are adjusted for maximum directivity. In 

Section 4-3, conclusions are drawn.
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4-1 Spacing Perturbation

With a view to adjusting the element spacings in a Yagi-Uda

array, we assume that the positions of the kth and the ith

Adfc and Ad^, respectively

in the integrals contained in (2.10) and (2.11) can be written as

-----(4.3),z! )dz!

"elements be displaced by small amounts
Rki=[(zk-21)2 + bki]1/2

where GQzf stands for MOzt , FOz» , or 
i i i

Hqzi have been defined in (2.7).

H0z*. » 311(1 M0z! » F0z! » 311(1

h.
Zh" goz!

With this change in the inter-element spacings, a typical term

If (Adj<-Ad£)<<b]<£, then

ARki=bki/RkiCA(1k"A(1i) — (4.1)

We

The

write the new perturbed matrices:

[tyjP = C^ul+CA^u]

[$D]P = [$d]+[a»d]

c^u]P =

--

{$2V^ = ^2V^+^^2V^

^^dV^ = ^ZdV^^^dV^

i coefficients for the current terms will

-----(4.2a)

-----(4.2b)

-----(4.2c)

-----(4.2d)

-----(4.2e)

-----(4.2f)

also be changed

We write:

{B}P = {B}+{AB}

(D}P = {D}+{AD}

-----(4.2g)

—(4.2h)
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Now we can write the kith element of the square deviation 

•matrices and the kith element of the column deviation matrices 

as follows:

[A»Dlki = <Adk-Adi)t^]k.(l-6ki) --(■>.9b)

"" CAdk-Adi)C,di]ki(:L-5ki> —(-*.9 = )

t^ki (Adk-Adi)['ldD]ki(1-'ski) --(-.ad)

U*2V}k - <Adk-Ad2,U2V}kC1-5k2> 9e)

-• <A,12dV>k = CAdk-Ad2,{V2dV,k<1-5k2:i --<U.9f)

If second order derivatives are neglected, substituting 

(4.2) into (2.26) yields:

[<i>u]{AB}+[$D]{AD} = -{A<I>2V}A2-[A5u]{B}-[A$d]{D} —(4.10)

and
[^IT]{AB}+[^n]{ADj = -<A^ ,v}A9-[A^n]{B}-[A^n]{D} —(4.11)

all aD 2av 2 aU aD

where A2 is•defined in (2.16).

In view of (4.9), the kth element of the right hand side of 

(4.10) can be written as:

N
? —«.12)
1=1

The proof is as follows:
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h. .
- A/=/A.= / 1 Gn . .AK .(z, ,z!)dz! '-----(4.4)

-h£- Oz’i ki k’ i i
”^ORki

but AKki = Ae /RRi,

, . , "jBORki -iBORki,, 2
= CRki(-j60)e ■ - e 3/R^ ARki

”3SnRki
= [-e ^^ORki + 1^/Rki ARki -----(4.5)

If 60Rki>>:L.

**3BqR]<£
AKki = C-jBoe ]/Rki ARki -----(4.6)

Substitution of (4.1) and (4.6) in (4.4) yields 

hi “^^0Rki
S0z-it-3B0bki<*idk-4di)e ]/Rki dzl 

1

hi "3$oRki
- -i6obkiuV4di)^hi Goz'iCe /pki]dzi — <1,-7>

Now, if k + i, using equations (2.10) and (2.11) would imply that 

they would still apply with substituted for Kk£j, where 

■’j^nRki ”3^0 RicinKgid = e kl/Rfei -e ^/Rjih --(U.S)

Although the kernel is now a different function, use is made of 

the properties shown in (2.12) and (2.13). Complex matrices 

[$ul, ESp], and EY^] are defined as E'J’y], E$D1, EY^y],

and EY^q] were defined in Chapter II, except that the integrals 

W defined in (2.27) and the integrals Y(hk) defined in (2.19) 

are multiplied by -j0g(dk-d£) and is substituted for Kk£y, 

as was shown in (4.7)
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The kth element of is

( Adj,- Ad2 ) { ^2 V ^k2

The kth element of [A$y]{B} is

N

1=1 
N N ■

=^=1|:t;i:iki(i-6ki,Bi - ^1t4u]ki<i-{ki>Bk4di

The kth element of [A$q]{D} is

N
L (Ad.-Ad. )[$*!. (1-6, .)D. 

k i D ki ki i
N N

= AcL E [$*T . (1-61 _)D. - I .(l-6i ,)D.Ad.
^i=l D ki ki i D ki ki i i

The sum of the above three terms yields:

N N

1=1 3.-4.

- I-^2V ^k^2 ^“^k2^^2 ~ F ^U^ki^"*^ki^®i^i

N
+ E [$♦]. .(1-6, .)D.Ad. -----(4.13)D ki ki i i

The following expressions for the elements of [Pjl are derived:

EP2Jki C*63ki{B’i + C4D^i(D>i i)!k i:<2 —

^P2^k2 ~ ^U^k2^B^2 + ^$D^k2^D^2 + ^2 V ^kA2 5k2 k??2 (4.15)

. ' N N
CP2^kk = “? .^U^ki^^ki^i * ? 1^D]ki(l-5ki)I)i 

1=1 1=1

- {*i,2V}kA2(1~5k2) ---(4.16)
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And similarly, another NxN matrix can be defined and equations 

(4.10) and (4.11) become:

[<$>u]{AB} + E'i>D]{AD} = [P2]{Ad) -----(4.17)

['F^U]{AB} + [^D]{AD} = [P3]{Ad>

The perturbed current coefficients {B}^ and {D}P can then be 

determined from (4.2g) and (4.2h).

The preceding formulation is not suitable when ggh^ir/^ as 

long as it is less than 5ir/4. The preceding expressions must 

be modified in accordance with the procedure in Chapter II. 

(4.17) and (4.18) become:

X3
L^dU]

^D3 -I {AB}’

{AD}.

"[P2]
HAd}

LEP3]J
-----(4.19)

From (4.19), {AB} and {AD} can be found by matrix inversion:

{AB}'

.{AD}.

-E^y] E$d]-i |EP2]
-ETh 1 E^h 1J 1 EP 1

L dUJ L dDJ L 3 -1
{Ad}

/EQ2i
{Ad} -----(4.20)

The radiation field of a linear array at a distance Rq from 

a reference origin is: . .

. N jBnd-sin9cos<|> h^ jBnz’cos9
E(9,<j>) = 3wBq £ e sin9-Ch I-(z|)e dz! -----(4.21)

47^ i=l ' i.1

jB0d.j_sin9cos<j) h. jB0z.[cos9
Let us consider the term e /,iI«(zJ)e . dz!
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For small Ad^; i.e. , for Ad^/d^ccl

j gnd.-sin0cos<j) h- j0nzloose
A(e - ° 1 ^I.(Zpe 1 dz|)

j gnd-sinecost}) j gndj sin0cost|)
= A(e )xl + e xAl -—(4.22)

h£ jgQzJ^cose
where 1=/-. I.-(z!)e dz*-n^ i

3 0nd. sinQcost}) 3 Bqdj sinecost})
but A(e ) = j ggsinecostjje Ad^ —-(4.23)

h£ jB-zIcosO
and Al = /h (ABiFQ , + ADiHOzf)e u x dz|

i i i

h- jBnzicosQ
Al = (AB.2/h F e 1 dzi

i i uzi

h. jB z!cos0
+ (ADi^htH0z!e 1 dzl -----(t|,24)

Substituting (4.23) and (4.24) into (4.22), the right hand side 

of (4.22) can be written as:

jg d. sin ecos<[) - h. jg zlcose
(Ad£)e u 1 (jSosin0cos<J>)[Bifh^FO2,,e dz|

h- 3Bnz!cos6 jg d. sin Geos t})
+ Dj, HOz,e 0 1 dz|] + e 0 1 [

" i i

h. jBnz!cos6 h. 3Bnz!cos0
ABi dzi + ADi 4>0z'e dzP — (U-25)

1 1

A simplification seems possible by defining:
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. . h. z!cos0
. M>2)(6) = &0 A^Fn^.e U 1 sinOdz! (n.26)

1 “T "L
(3) a jgzloose

(0) = g0 /h HOz,.e 0 1 sinedz! -----(4.27)
2 ”ni i

Thus, the radiation field of a spacing-perturbed linear

array at a distance Rq from a reference origin is:

N 5Snd. sinOcostj)
E’(0,(|)) = E(0,<j>) + j 60 Ze {jBnsinOcos<J> (Ad. )x

Ro i=l

[M?2)(e)Bi + Mp)(0)Di]+[M^2)(0)ABi + Mp)(0)ADi3)

-----(4.28)

where E(0,<j>) is the radiation field of the unperturbed array.

It is convenient to define an N element column matrix {D} 

with the kth element:

j8nd. sin0cos(|> (2) (3)
E£ = j60{ jgnsin0cos(|)e [M^ + (O)D^]

R0

N j^Qd-sinOcostf) (2) (3)
+Z e ° 1 (M> ?[Q2]ik + Mi [Q3]ik)} --(4.29)

1=1

where [Q-]., and [Q denote the ikth elements of [Q9] and [Q,],Z IK J Ik Z d
respectively.

With (4.29), we can write (4.28) as:

E'(0,(j>) = E(0 ,(f>) + {lf}T{Ad} = E(0 ,<j)) + {Ad}T{D} —(4.30)

where the superscript T denotes transposition.

Now we consider the problem of gain optimization by spacing

perturbation. The gain of an array in the direction (0q»<|>q) is: 

G(0O ,4>0) = E(6p i(l,0)E"(e0 -----(4.31)
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where P£n is the time averaged input power. With spacing pertur

bation, E becomes E*, P^n becomes P|n and the perturbed gain 

becomes:

E’E’* - (E+AE)(E+AE)*

= (E+AE)(E*+AE*)

= EE*+E*AE+EAE*+AEAE*

i EE*+2Re(EAE*)+AEAE*

From (4.30),

E’E'** = EE* + 2Re(E[Ad}T{D^}) + {Ad}T{lf*} {D}T{Ad} -—(4.33)

We define:

{Bp = ReE{D*} -—(4.34)

and [Ci] = {D^}{D/}T ------(4.35)

Equation (4.33) now becomes:

E’E’* - EE* + 2{Ad}T{B1} + {Ad}T[C1]{Ad} ---- (4.36)

The NxN square matrix [Cj_] is positive semi-definite, and since 

{Ad} is a real matrix, [Cj_] in the last term of of (4.33) can 

be replaced by [ReCj,]. P| in the equation above is

P[n=l/2Re[Vg2l£(0)J = Pin + {Ad}T{B2} —-(4.37)
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where

Pin = l/2V02Re[A2M0z (0) + B2F0z (0) + D2H0z (0)] -—(4.38)
2 2 2

and the kth element of the column matrix (B2}'is

{B2}k = l/2V02Re{[Q2]2kF0z (0) + [Q3]2kH0z (0)> —(4.39)
2 2

For a lossless array, the input power equals the total power 

radiated, and P|ncan be written in an alternative form:

Pln * I/60 <!/< ।E * C 6 •4>) । 2 S±n6d6d<^ ™ (U‘40)

Using (4.30), (4«40) can be expressed as

P! = P- +2{Ad}T{Bq}+{Ad}T[ReC9]{Ad} -—(4.41)in in o i

where the radiated power of the unperturbed array

- Pin = l/C240-ir)/g^d^/Q |E(6 ,<t>) | 2sin9d0d<t> -----(4.42)

{B3} = l/(240Tr)/Q7rd<j)fJ{B1}sined8d<{) —(4.43)

and
[C2] = l/(24O7r)7o7rd<t>J'J[C1]sin0d0d<i) —(4.44)

{Bj,} and EC^] have been previously defined, respectively, in 

(4.34) and (4.35), and [C2] is a positive definite Hermitian 

matrix.
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The objective of gain optimization by spacing perturbation 

is to find the small changes in the element spacings such that 

the array gain in a given direction is increased and to repeat 

the process until further increases in gain are negligible. 

Hence, it is essential that

AGCOq^q) = G‘(60,*0) - G(e0,<i)0) —(4.45)

be positive. Substitution of C4.31)—(4.41) in (4.45) yields

AG(e0,<|>0) =1 {Ad}T{B}+{Ad}T[ReC1]{Ad} —(4.46)

60 Pin+2{Ad}T{B3}+{Ad}T[ReC2]{Ad} 

where

{B} = 2{B1}-60G(60,<[>0){B2}- -----(4.47)

Note that the negative sign in (4.47) for {B} in the numerator 

of G(6q,0q) in (4.46) implies that the array gain will decrease 

for an improper choice of {Ad}.

In order to be certain that G(6q,4>q) will be positive, 

we make use of a known relation in the theory of matrices. 

Applied to the present problem, the relation asserts that if 

[ReC2] is positive definite, then

({B}T[ReC2]-1{B})({Ad}T[ReC2]{Ad}) > ({Ad}T{B}) -----(4.48)

In (4.48), the equality sign holds when

{Ad} = a[ReC2]"1{B} - ■ :' . —(4.49)
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where a is a positive constant. Hence, if the spacing changes 

in {Ad} are chosen such that

{Ad} = a[ReC2]-1(2{B1}-60G{B2}) -----(4.50)

then

AG = 1 [ a(2{B1}-60G{B2})T[ReC2]-1(2{B1}-60G{B2})

+{Ad}T[ReC1]{Ad} ]/[ Pin+2{Ad}T{B3}

+{Ad}T[ReC2]{Ad} ] > 0
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U-2 Numerical Results

In this section we present some of the examples that were 

used by Cheng [1973] to illustrate the effectiveness of in

creasing the directivity of the Yagi-Uda array by spacing per

turbation.

Example 1

Six element Yagi array with a half-wave feeder (2h2=.5X)> 

one reflector (2h]_=.51A), four directors (2h3=2h4=2h5 = 2hg=.43X) , 

a=0.003369X. In the initial array, b2j_=0.25X, b32=t,43=bg4=bg5 = 0.31X< 

The director spacings are to be adjusted for gain maximization 

with the reflector spacing being fixed. The initial array is 

found to have a 9.06 dB gain [D.K. Cheng, 1973], The present 

numerical calculation yields a 10.93 dB gain. The normalized 

radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 4.1, which agrees well with 

the patterns of Fig. 2 of [Cheng, 1973]. It is seen that the 

pattern for the optimum array has not only narrower main beam 

but also lower sidelobes. The optimized array is unequally spaced 

and was found to have 10.72 dB gain by Cheng [1973] and 12.49 dB 

gain by the present study. The increase of the array gain is 

1.66 dB according to Cheng and 1.66 dB according to the present 

study. As was mentioned in Section 3-2, the difference is due to 

a somewhat different procedure. The results are summarized in

Table I
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Example 2

Six element Yagi-Uda array with a half-wave feeder (2h2=.5X), 

one reflector (2h^=.51X), four directors (2hg=2h4=2h5 = 2hg = .li3X) , 

a=0.003369X. In the initial array, b2i=.28X, b32=t)43=b54=t)65::• 31X. 

All element spacings are to be adjusted for gain optimization.

The reflector spacing b2j_ in the initial array is arbitrarily 

chosen to be 0.28X and all other element spacings are given as 

0.31X. The gain of the initial array was found to be 8.77 dB by 

Cheng and Chen and was found to be 10.88 dB by the present study. 

The gain of the optimized array was found to be 10.74 dB by Cheng 

and Chen and 12.51 dB by the present study. The increase of the 

array gain is 1.97 dB according to Cheng and Chen and 1.63 dB 

according to the present study. Again the difference is somewhat 

due to a different procedure, as was explained in Section 3-2. 

The results are summarized in Table II.

Example 3 "

Ten element Yagi-Uda array with a half-wave feeder (2h2=.5X), 

one reflector (2h^=.51X), eight directors (2h^=.43X,i=3,4,...,10), 

a=0.003369X. In the initial array, b2]_=.25X, b32~b43=. • •=b]_Qg = . 31X. 

The director spacings are to be adjusted for gain maximization. 

The gain of the initial array was found to be 10.92 dB by Cheng and 

Chen and 12.3 dB by the present study. The gain of the optimized 

array was found as 12.1 dB by Cheng and Chen and 13.9 dB by the present 
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study. The. increase in the array gain is 1.18 dB according to

.Cheng and 1.6 dB according to the present study. The results 

are summarized in Table III.

The passband of the array was defined by Shen [1972] as the 

frequency band in which the directivity varies within 3 dB of the 

maximum value. Using"this definition, a comparison of the band

width as well as the array gain is described in Table IV, from 

which it can be seen that the bandwidth is sacrificed when the 

array gain is optimized. A more interesting result is shown in 

Figures *4.2 and 4.3, where the array gain is plotted versus 

frequency for both the initial and optimized arrays of Cheng 

[1973]. It was found that if the array’s forward gain is maxi

mized by frequency, perturbation before it is maximized by 

changing the inter-element spacings, then the gain increase 

described by Cheng [1973] is not as much. This is shown in 

Table V.
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TABLE I
Gain Optimization for Six-Element Yagi-Uda Array 

"(Perturbation of Director Spacings)

'Array b21/A b32/X b43/l bg^/A bes/*
GAI N ( d B )

Cheng Present 
Study

Initial 0.250 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 9.06 10.9 3
Optimized 0.250 0.336 0.398 0.310 0.U07 10.72 12.49

TABLE II
Gain Optimization for Six-Element Yagi-Uda Array 

(Perturbation of All Element Spacings)
- ----------------------------------------- ---------------- 6 AT 'M ( 'd-B ")

Array b21/A b32/X b43/A bs^/X b65/X Cheng Present 
Study

Initial 0.280 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 8.77 10.88
Optimized 0.250 0.352 0.355 .0.354 0.373 10.74 12.51



TABLE III
Gain Optimization for Ten-Element Yagi-Uda Array 

(Perturbation of Director Spacings)

Array b21/X b32/X b^/X b5l|/X b76/X b87/x ■ bgg/X b'iog/A
"fi’A'I

Cheng
NUB)

Present 
Study

Initial 0.250 0.330 0.3 30 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330 10.92 12.3
Optimized 0.250 0.319 0.357 0.326 0.400 0.343 0.320 0.355 0.397 12.1 13.9
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TABLE IV ...............................

Example 2
Gain Bandwidth %

Initial array 
Optimized array

10.88 12.9
12.51 11.6

Example 3

Initial array 
Optimized array

12.3 13.0
13.90 10.8

■ TABLE V
G A i 14 I i I C R E A S E

Example
Cheng Present 

Study
If Maximized by 
Frequency Adjustment

2 1.97dB 1.63dB .55dB

3 1.18dB 1.6 dB ,50dB
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4-3 Conclusions

The procuedure used by Cheng and Chen to calculate the for

ward gain of the Yagi-Uda array is somewhat different than the 

procedure used in the present study. This was described in 

Chapter III. These differences are small, and either procedure 

gave satisfactory results. In both, the effects of a finite 

element radius and the mutual coupling between array elements 

are taken into consideration; also, in both'the three-term theory 

with complex coefficients is used to approximate the current dis

tribution in the elements and to convert the integral equations 

into simultaneous algebraic equations. The examples used by 

Cheng and Chen to illustrate the gain increase by adjusting inter

element spacings were verified using the method developed in the 

present study, and they are in agreement within 1/2 dB (comparing 

the absolute gain increase of the initial Yagi-Uda array).

The convergent iterative technique developed by Cheng and 

Chen yields the optimum spacings for maximum array gain without 

the need for a haphazard trial and error approach or for inter

preting a vast data collection.

On the other hand, it was found out that should the array 

gain be optimized by adjusting the frequency, the net gain in

crease is less than the typical gain increases which are attain

able with Cheng and Chen’p techniques as described in their paper.
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APPENDIX



SUBROUTINE YAGI(N,NO,A,Hl,SX,AS2,X,SOUM,SM,ZN2,GAIN) 
EXTERNAL WVKN1,WVKNI1,WVKN2,WVKNI2,WVKN3,WVKNI3 
EXTERNAL WUKN1,WUKNI1,WUKN2,WU<NI 2,WUKN3,WUKNI3 
EXTERNAL WDKN1,WDKNI1,WDKN2,WDKNI2,WDKN3,WDKNI3 71
COMPLEX WV1(20,20),WV2(20,20),WV3(20,20) 
COMPLEX WU1(20,20),WU2(20,20 ) ,WU3(20,20 ) 
COMPLEX WOK20,20),WD2(20,20),WD3(20,23) 
COMPLEX EPSHDD(20,20),EPSHDU(20,20),EPSFDU(20,20),EPSFDD(23,20)

COMPLEX PHIU(20,20),PHID(20,20)
COMPLEX PHIV(20)
COMPLEX EPSHVl10)
COMPLEX SOUM(NO,NO),SM(NO),X(NO)
COMPLEX AS2,Y
COMPLEX TD(20),TU(20)
COMPLEX YN2,CURNT,FLD,XNORM
COMPLEX ZN2
DIMENSION DELTAK20) ,DELTA2(20)
DIMENSION A(N),H1(N)
DIMENSION PHIVR(20),PHIV I(20),EPSHVR(23),EPSHVl(20)
DIMENSION WVRK20,20),WVI1 (20,20),WVR2(23,20 ),WV12(20,23 ) 
DIMENSION WUR1(20,20),WUI1(20,20),WUR2(20,20),WUI2(20,20) 
DIMENSION WDR1(2O,2O),WDI1(2D,23),WDR2(23,20),WDI2(20,20) 
DIMENSION WVR3(20,20),WVI3(20,20) 
DIMENSION WUR3(20,20),WUI3(20,20) 
DIMENSION WDR3(20,20),4013(20,20) 
COMMON/BS/B(2O,20)/HS/H(23)
FM(R,Q)=(CDS(Q*COS(R))-COS(Q))/SIN(R)
GM(R,Q) = (SIN(Q)*COS(Q*COS(R))*COS(R)-COS(Q)*SIN(Q*C3S(R ) ) ) 

1/SIN(R)/COS(R)
DM(R,Q)=((2.0*C0S(Q*CDS(R))*SIN(3/2.0)-4.0*SIN(Q*CDS(R))*C0S(Q/2.0 

2 ) *
1COS(R))/(1.0-4.0*COS(R)*CDS(R))-SIN(Q*CDS(R))*COS(Q/2.0)/CDS(R))* 
2SINIR)
TPI=6.283185307156
DO 699 K=1,N
H(K)=H1(K)

699 CONTINUE
DO 355 K=1,N
DO 355 1=1,N
IF (I.EQ.K) GO TO 350
B(K,I)=A(K)-A(I)
B(K,I)=ABS(B(K,I))
GO TO 355 

350 B(K,I ) = SX 
355 CONTINUE

DO 20 K=1,N
DO 20 1=1,N
WVR1(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WVKN1,3.0,3.31,K,I ) 
WVI1(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WVKNU,3.0,3.31,K,I) 
WVR2(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WVKN2,0.0,0.01,K,I) 
WVI2(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WVKN12,3•0,0.31,K,I) 
WVR3(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WVKN3,3.3,3.31,K,I ) 
WV13 ( K, I ) =S13D(-H (I) , H (I ) , WVKN.I 3,0.0,0.01, K, I ) 
WURKK, I)=SIQD(-H( I),H( I ), WUKN1,0.0,0.01, K, I )
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WUI1(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I)tH(I),WUKNI1,D.D,O.31,K, I) 
WUR2(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),HII),WUKN2,0.0,0.01,K,I) 
WUI2(K,I)=SI0D(-H(I),H(I)tWUKN12,3.0,0.31,K, I ) 
WUR3(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WUKN313.3,3.31,K,I ) 

*WUI3(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WUKNI3,0.0,0.01,K f I) ’
WDRKKt I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WDKN1,3.3,3.31,K,I ) i , 
WDI1(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WDKNI1,3.3,3.31,K, I) 
WDR2(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I)♦WDKN2,3.0,0.31,K,I ) 
WDI2(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WDKN12,0.0,0.01,K, I) 
WDR3(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WDKN3,3.3,3.31,K, I ) 
WDI3(K,I)=SIQD(-H(I),H(I),WDKNI3,0.0,0.01,K,I) 
WV1(K,I) = CMPLX(WVR1(K,I),WVI1(K,I ) ) 
WV2(K,I)=CMPLX(WVR2(K,I),WVI2(K,I) ) 
WV3(K,I)=CMPLX(HVR3(K,I),WVI3(K,I)) 
WU1(K,I) = CMPLX(WUR1(K,I),WUI1(K, I ) ) 
WU2(K,I)=CMPLX(WUR2(K,I),WUI2(K,I)) 
WU3(K,I)=CMPLX(WUR3(<,I),WUI3(K,I)) 
WD1(K,I)=CMPLX(WDR1(K,I),WDI1(X,I)) 
WD2(K,I)=CMPLX(WDR2(K,I),WDI2(K,I )) 
WD3(K,I) = CMPLX(WDR3(K, I), WDI 3 ( K, I )) 

20 CONTINUE
DO 60 K=1,N
DELTA1(K)=SIV(H(K))♦(CDS(H(K)/4.0)-uOS(4(K)/2.0)) 
DELTA1(K)=DELTA1(K)-SIN(H(K)/2.0)*(1.0-C0S(H(K)/2.0)) 
DELTA2(K)=(1.0-C0S(H(K)))*(COS(H(K)/4.3)-COS(H(K)/2.3)) 

60 DELTA2(K)=DELTA2(K)-(COS(H(K)/2.0)-COS(.4<K)))*(1.0-CDS(H(K)/2.0)) 
DO 80 K=1,N 
DO 80 1=1,N 
EPSHDDtK,I)=WD2(K,I)*(1.0-C0S(H(K))) 
EPSHDDtK,I)=EPSHDD(K,I)-WDI(K,I)*(CDS(H(K)/2.0)-COS(H(K))) 
EPSHDDtK,I)=EPSHDD(K,I)/DELTA2(K) 
EPSHDUtK,I)=WU2(K,I)*(l.O-COS(HtK)))
EPSHDUtK,I)=EPSHDJ(<,I)-WU1(K,I)*(CDS(H(K)/2.0)-COStH(K)))
EPSHDUtK,I)=EPSHDU(K,I)/DELTA2(K)
EPSFDUtK,I)=WUl(K,I)*(COS(H(K)/4.0)-COS(H(K)/2.O)) 
EPSFDUtK,I)=EPSFDU(K,I)-WU2(K,I)*(1.O-CDStH(K)/2.0)) 
EPSFDUtK,I)=EPSFDU(K,I)/DELTA2(K) 
EPSFDDtK,I)=WD1(K,I)*(CDS(H(K)/4.D)-COS(H(K)/2.O)) 
EPSFDD(K,I)=EPSFDD(K,I)-WD2(K,I)♦(1.3-COStH(K)/2.0)) 
EPSFDDtK,I)=EPSFDD(K,I)/DELTA2(K) 
PHIU(K,I)=WU3(K,I)-EPSFDUtK,I)*CDS(H(K)) 
PHID(K,I)=WD3(K,I)-EPSFDDtK,I)*COS(H(K)) 

80 CONTINUE
DO 210 K=1,N
IF (.K.EQ.2) GO TO 213
PHIV(K)=WV1(K,2)*(CDS(H(K)/4.0)—COStH(K)/2.0)) 
PHIVtK) = PHIV(K)-WV2(K,2)*(1.O-COS( H{ <)/2.0)) 
PHI V(K)=PHIV(K)*COStH(K))/DELTA2 ( K) 
PHIVt K)=PHIV(K)-WV3( K,2) 
PHIVtK)=-PHIV(K) 

210 CONTINUE
PHIV(2)=WV3(2,2)

DO 400 K=1,N
. IF tK.EQ.2) GO TO 433
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EPSHVtK)=WV2(K,2)*(1.0-SOS(H(K)))
EPSHV(K) = EPSHV(K)-WV1(Ki 2)♦(COS(H(K)/2e0)-COS(H(K))) 
EPSHV(K)=EPSHV(K)/DELTA2(K) 

400 CONTINUE
■EPSHV{2)=WV2(2»2)*SIN(H(2))-WV1(2,2)*SIN(H(2)/2.0) 
EPSHV(2)=EPSHV(2)/DELTAl(2) 
N0=2*N 
Y=CMPLX(0.0,1.0) 
AS2=DELTAl(2)*Y/60.0
AS2=AS2/(WV1(2,2)*(COS(H(2)/4.0)-COS(H(2)/2.D))-WV2(2,2)*(1.0-C3S( 

1H(2)/2.O)))
AS2=AS2/CDS(H(2))
DO 69 K=1,N
PHIV(K)=PHIV(K)*AS2
PHIV(K)=-PHIV(K)
EPSHV(K)=EPSHV(K)*AS2 
EPSHVtK)=-EPSHV(K) 

69 CONTINUE
DO 78 K=1,NO
DO 78 1=1,N
IF IK.GT.N) GO TO 115
SOUMt I,K)=PHIU( 1,0
GO TO 78 

115 SOUMtI,K)=PHID(I,K-N) 
78 CONTINUE

DO 39 K=1,NO
KL=N+1
DO 39 I=KL,NO
IF tK.GT.N) GO TO 130 
SDUM(I,K)=EPSHDU(I-N,K) 
GO TO 39

130 SOUMtI,K)=EPSHDD(I-N,K-N) 
39 CONTINUE

DO 52 K=1,N 
52 SM(K)=PHIV(K)

DO 65 K=KL,NO 
65 SM(K)=EPSHV(K-N)

CALL EQSOL(SOUM,SM,X,NO)
YN2= AS2*SIN( H( 2) )*X( 2)*( l.O-COSt H( 2)-) ) +X ( N + 2 ) * (1. D-COS( H( 2 )/2.3 ) ) 

ZN2=1.0/YN2
WRITE (6,30) ZN2 

30 FORMAT (5X18H INPUT IMPEDENCE = F13.4,3X,Fl3.4)
DO 126 K=1,N
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 126
DO 113 L=l,10
RATIO=(FLOATtL1-1.0)/10.0
CURNT=X(K)*(COS(H{K)*RATIO)-COS(H(K)))+X(N+K)*(COS(H(K)*RATI0/2.0) 

l-C0S(H(K)/2.0))
ANGLE=360.0/TPI*ATAN2(AIMAG(CURNT),REAL(CURNT)) 
AMAG=CABS(CURNT)

113 WRITE (6,111) K,CURNT,AMAG,ANGLE
111 FORMAT (I11,2X,E12.6,3XE12.6,3X,E12.6,3X,E12.6) 
126 CONTINUE

DO 139 L=l,10
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RATI 0= ( FLOAK D-l.O)/10.0 
CURNT=AS2*(SIN(H(2))-SIM(ABS(RATI3*H(2)))) 
CURNT = CURNT*X(2)*(COS(H(2)*RAT IO)-COS(H( 2)))

. CURNT=CURNT+X(N+2)*(COS(H(2)*RATI 0/2.0)—COS(H(2)/2.3))
. ANGLE=360.O/TPI*ATAN2(AlMAG(CURNT)tREAL(CURNT)) 

AMAG=CA8S(CURNT)
139 WRITE (6,111) L,CURNT,AMAG,ANGLE 

DO 152 K=1,N 
TU(K)=X(K)/AS2 
TD(K)=X(N+K)/AS2

152 CONTINUE
DO 626 KHI=1,19
FLD=FM(TPI/4.0,H(2)) 
DO 639 1=1,N 
PHI=(FLOAT(KHI)-1.0)*TP1/36.0 
IF (I.E0.2) GO TO .713
FLD=FLD+(COS((2.0-FL0AT(I))*B(2,I)*COS(PHI)/ABS( 2.D-FLOAT( I )))

1 -Y*SIN((2.O-FLOAT(I))*B(2,I)*COS(PHI)/ABS(2.D-FLOAT(I))))*
1(TU(I)*GM(TPI/4.0,H(I))+TD(I)*DM(TPI/4.0,H(I))) 

726 GO TO 739 
713 FLD=FLD+TU(2)*GM(TPI/4.D,H(2))+TD(2)*DM(TP 1/4.3,H(2)) 
739 CONTINUE 
639 CONTINUE 

FLD=FLD/C0S(H(2)) 
IF (KHI.NE.l) GO TO 652 
XNORM=FLD 
RESIS=REAL(YN2) 
RESIS=A8S(RESIS) 
GAIN=60.0*CDS(H(2))*CABS(AS2) 
GAIN=GAIN*GAIN/RESIS 
GAIN=GAIN/30.0 
GAIN=GAIN*CABS(XNORM)*CABS(XNORM) 
GAIN=10.0*AL0G10(GAIN) 

652 FLD=FLD/XNORM 
E=CABS(FLD) 
FLDDB=20.0*ALOG10(E)

ANGLE = 360•D/TPI*ATAN2(Al MAG(FLD),REAL(FLD)) 
626 WRITE (6,181) KHI,FLDDB 
181 FORMAT ( U4,5X,F10.4)

WRITE (6,187) GAIN
187 FORMAT (UH GAIN= E13.4) 
559 CONTINUE

STOP 
END



. 00 01/05-14*: 19-SUB36 ( 0 )• 75
0101: FUNCTION SIQD(A,B,FCN,EPS,ETA,KM,IM)

0102: 
0103: 
0104:- 
0105: 
0106 : 

01 0107:
01 0110:
02 0111:
02 0112:
01 " 0113: 
01 0114:
01 0115:
01 0116:
01 0117:
01 0120:
02 0121:
02 0122:
02 0123:
01 0124:
01 0125:
01 0126:
01* 0127: 
01 0130:
01 0131:
01 0132:
01 0133:
01 0134;
01 0135:

0136 : 
0137: 
0140 : 
0141: 
0142:

NG 002537 ....

C ROMBERG INTEGRATION FOR REAL FUNCTION
DIMENS'ON 0(41) 

H=(B-A)/2.
T = H»(FCN(A, KM, IM) + FCN(B,KM,IM))
NX = 2
DO 12 N=l,40
SUM=0.0 
DO 2 1=1, NX,2 

.FCNXI=FCN(A+FLOAT(I)»H,KM,IM)
2 SUM=SUH+FCNXI

T=T/2.+H»SUM
Q(N)=(T+H»SUM)/I.5
IF(N-2) 10,3,3

3 F=4. 
I=N
DO 4 J=2,N 
1 = 1-1 
F=F»4.

4 Q(I)=Q(I+1)+(Q(I+1)-Q(I))/(F-1.) 
!F(N-3)9,6,6

6 X2=ABS(Q(I)-QX2)+ABS(QX2-QXl) 
TABS2=ABS(Q(1))

20 IF (TABS2 )71, 81,71
71 IF(X2/TABS2-ETA)11,11,81
81 IF(X2-EPS)11,11,9

9 OX1=QX2
10 QX2=Q(I) 

H=H/2.
12 NX=NX»2

WRITE(6,100)A,B
100 F0RMAT(47H ACCURACY LESS THAN SPECIFIED

11 SIQD=Q(I)
RETURN 
end

THE SYMBOL 'J' OCCURS ONLY ONCE IN THE PROGRAM

WITH REAL ARGUMEN1

VALUES--SI'JD--A, B ;

NG 002537 .... THE SYMBOL '#00020' OCCURS ONLY ONCE IN THE PROGRAM.



.00 01/05-14:19-SUB37(0)

01 
01 
01 
02 
01 
01 
02 
02 
02 
01 
01 
01
01 
02 
02 
03 
02

01

01 
01. 
01

0101: 
0102: 
0103: 
0104 : 
0105: 
0106 : 
0107: 
'OHO : 
0111: 
0112: 
0113: 
0114 : 
0115: 
0116 : 
0117: 
0120 : 
0121: 
0122 : 
0123 : 
0124 : 
0125 : 
0126 : 
0127 : 
0130 : 
0131: 
0132: 
0133 : 
0134 : 
0135 : 
0136: 
0137: 
0140 :

• 0141: 
0142 : 
0143: 
01 44 : 
0145 : 
0146 :

30
25

' 400

410

500

-60 0 
610

710

700

901
90 0

SUBROUTINE EQSOL(A,B,X.N) 76
COMPLEX A(N,N) ,B(N) ,X(N) ,TEMP,FACTO.R.SUM
FORMAT (2F10.6)
NM1=N-1
DO 610 K=1,NM1
KP1=K+1
L = K
DO 400 I=KP1,N
IF (CABS(A(I,K ) ) .GT.CABS(A(L,K ) )) L=I
IF (L.EQ.K) GO TO 500
DO 410 J=K,N
TEMP=A(K,J)
A(K»J)=A(L,J)
A(L,J)=TEMP
TEMP=B(K)
B(K)=B (L )
B(L)= TEMP
DO 610 I=KP1,N
FACTOR=A(I,K)/A(K,K)
DO 600 "J=KP1 ,N
A(I,J)=A(I,J)-FACTOR»A(K,J)
B(I)=B(I)-FACTOR»B(K)
X( N) =B (N )/ A( N, N)
I = NM 1
IP1=1+1
SUM=(0.0 ,0 .0 )
DO 700 J=IP1,N
SUM = SUM+A(I,J)»X(J )
X( I)=(B( I)-SUM)/A( I, I )
1 = 1-1
IF (I.GE.l) GO TO 710
DO 901 1=1,N
U=CABS(X(I))
P=180.O/3.14159265»ATAN2(AIMAG(X(I)),REAL(X(I)))
WRITE (6,900) I,X(I),U,P
FORMAT ( 1H0, 15,4E12. 6)
RETURN
END

ING 002534 .... THE SYMBOL '#00030* OCCURS ONLY IN A DATA DECLARATION

ING 002537 ..., THE' SYMBOL '#00025* OCCURS ONLY ONCE IN THE PROGRAM.
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V G LEVEL

V G LEVEL

V G LEVEL

19 WVKN1 - DATE = 73319

FUNCTION kVKNl(Z,K,I)
CO^MCN/BS/8(2i2)/HS/H(2)
REAL KERNDR
FWV1=SIN(H(I)-ABS(Z))
D1=SCRT(Z*Z+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
D2 = SQRT( (Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K) ) + B(K,I)*B(K,D)
KERNCR=COS(D1)/Dl-COS(D2)/D2
WVKN1=FWV1*KERNDR
RETURN
END

19 WVKNI1 DATE = 73319

FUNCTION WVKNIl(Z,KtI)
REAL KERNDI
COPMON/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
D1 = SQRT(Z*Z + B(K, I )*B(K,I))
D2=SCRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K))+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
FkVl=SIN(H(I)—ABS(Z))
KERNDI=SIN(D2)/D2-SIN(Dl)/Dl
WVKNU = FWV1*KERNDI
RETURN
END

19 WVKN2 DATE = 73319

FUNCTION WVKN2(Z,K,I)
REAL KERNDR
COHMON/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H( 2)
FWV1=SIN(H(I)-ABS(Z))
Dl^SGRTl (H(K) /2.0-Z)*(H(K)/2.0-Z)-t-B(K,I )*B(K, I) )
D2 = SQRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K) ) + B(K , I)*B(K,I)) 
KERNDR=COS(D1)/Dl-COS(02)/D2 
k;VKN2 = FkVl*KERNDR
RETURN
END

16/27/48

16/27/48

16/27/48
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G LEVEL

G LEVEL

19 WVKNI2 DATE = 73319

FUNCTION kVKNl2(Z,K,I)
REAL KERNDI
CCN^CN/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
FkVl=SIN(H(I)-ABS(Z))
D1=SGRT((H(K)/2.C-Z)*(H(K)/2.C-Z)+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
D2 = SCRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K) ) +B(K,I)*B(K,I))
KERNDI=SIN(D2)/D2-SIN(DI)/Dl
WVKNI2=FWV1*KERNDI
RETURN
END

FUNCTION WVKN3(Z,K,I)
CONMCN/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
REAL KERNDR
FkVl=SlN(H(I)-ABS(Z))
D1=SCRT((H(K)-Z)*(H(K)-Z)*B(K,I)*B(K,I))
KERNDR=COS(D1l/Dl
WVKN3=FkVl*KERNDR
RETURN
END

:19 WVKNI3 DATE = 73319

FUNCTION WVKNI3(Z,K, I )
(CONrCN/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
,'REAL KERNDI
jFk V1 = S IN ( H ( I )-AB S ( Z ) ) *
iDl = SQRT( ( H(K )~Z ) *( H( K)-Z ) + B(K, I )*B(K", I ) )
'KERNCI=SIN(D1)/Dl
WVKNI3=KERNDI*FhVl
RETURN
END

16/27/48

i

i

.r

16/27/48
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/ G LEVEL 19 WUKN2 DATE = 73319

FUNCTION WUKN2(Z,K,I)
CONMCN/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
REAL KERNDR

• FWV 1 = COS.( Z )-COS ( H ( K ) )
I: D1 = SCRT( (H(K)/2.0-Z)*(H(K)/2.0-Z)+B(K,I)*B(Ka) )

D2=SQRT( ( Z-H ( K ) ) * ( Z-H( K) ) + B(K,I)*B(K,D)
KERNDR=COS(D1)/Dl-COS(D2)/D2
WUKN2=FWV1*KERNDR
RETURN
END

/ G LEVEL 19 WUKNI1 DATE = 73319

FUNCTION WUKNIKZ,K,I)
CONMON/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
REAL KERNDI
:D1 = SQRT(Z»Z + B(K, I )*B(K, I ) )
D2=SCRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K) ) +B(K, I )*B(K,I))
KERNDI=SIN(D2)/D2-SIN(DI)/DI
FWV1=COS(Z)-COS(H(K))
WUKNI1=FWV1*KERNDI
RETURN
END

/ G LEVEL I; 19 WUKNI DATE = 73319
11
!FUNCTION WUKN1(Z,K,I)
,CO^MON/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2)
kEAL KERNDR
FWV1=COS(Z)-COS(H(K))
D1=SCRT(Z*Z+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
D2=SQRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K))+B(K,I)*B(KtI))
KERNDR=COS(DI )/Dl-COS(D2)/D2
WUKN1=FWV1*KERNDR
RETURN 
END

16/27/48

16/27/48

16/27/48
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/ G LEVEL 19 WUKNI3 DATE = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION kUKNI3(Z,K,I) 
COMMON/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2) 
REAL KERNDI 
FkVl=COS(Z)-CCS(H(K) ) 
D1 = SQRT((H(K)-Z)*(H(K)-Z)+B(K,I)*B(K,I) ) 
KERNCI=SIN(DI)/Dl 
WUKNI3=FWV1*KERNDI 
RETURN 
END

V G LEVEL 19 WUKN3 DATE = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION WUKN3(Z,K,I) 
REAL KERNDR 
COPMCN/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2) 
FWV1 = COS(Z)-CCS(H(K) ) 
D1 = SQRT((H(K)-Z)*(H(K)-Z)+B(K,I )*B(K,I) ) 
KERNCR=COS(D1)/Dl 
WUKN3=FWV1*KERNDR 
RETURN 
END

/ G LEVEL?! 19 WUKNI2 DATE - 73319 16/27/48

■ FUNCTION kiUKNI2(Z,K, I )
iCOPMON/BS/BI2,2)/HS/H12)
:REAL KERNDI

FWV1=COS(Z)-CCS(H(K))
Dl=SQRT((H(K)/2.0-Z)*(H(K)/2.0-Z)+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
D2=SQRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K))+8(K,I)*B(K,I))
KERNDI=SIN(D2)/D2-SIN(D1)/D1
WUKNI2=FkVl*KERNDI
RETURN
END
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1 G LEVEL 19 WDKN1 DATE = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION ViDKNl(Z,K,I )
COMMCN/BS/B(2,2)/HS/Hl21
REAL KERNDR
FkVl=COStZ/2.O)-COS(H(K)/2.O)
D1=SQRT(Z*Z+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
D2=SCRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K))+B(K,I)*B(K,I)1 
KERNDR=COS(D1)/DI-COS(02)/C2
WDKNl=FkV1*KERNDR
RETURN
END

V G LEVEL 19 WDKNI1 CATE = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION WDKNIKZiK,! ) 
CO^MCN/BS/B(2«2)/HS/H(2) 
REAL KERNDI
D1=SQRT(Z*Z+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
D2=SQRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K))+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
FWV1=COS(Z/2.D)-COS(H(K)/2.O)
KERNDI=SiN(D2)/D2-SIN(01)/DI
WDKNU=FWV1*KERNDI
RETURN 
END

V G LEVEL 19 WDKN2 DATE = 73319
i 

function woKN2(ZtK,i) 
CpPMCN/BS/3(2,2)/HS/H(2) 
REAL KERNDR 
FWV1=COS(Z/2.C)-COS(H(K)/2.0) 
D1=SCRT((H(K)/2.0-Z)*(H(K)/2.0-Z)+B(K,I)*B(K,I)) 
D2=SGRT((Z-H(K))«(Z-H(K))+B(K,I)*B(K,I)) 
KERNCR=COS(DI)/Dl-COS( D2)/D2 
WDKN2=FWV1*KERNDR 
RETURN 
END

16/27/48
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g Level 19 wdkni2 date = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION WDKNI2(Z,K, I ) 
COMMON/BS/B(2,2)/HS/H(2) 
REAL KERNDI
FWV1=COS(Z/2.0)-COS(H(K)/2.0)
D1 = SQRT((H(K)/2.0-Z)*(H(K)/2.0-Z)+B(K,I)*B(K, I ) )
D2=SQRT((Z-H(K))*(Z-H(K))+B(K,I)*B(K,I))
KERNDI=SIN(D2)/D2-SIN(D1)/D1

"WDKNI2=FkVl*KERNDI 
RETURN 
END

G LEVEL 19 WDKN3 " DATE = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION kDKN3(Z,K,I) 
REAL KERNDR 
COb'MCN/BS/B(2,2}/HS/H(2) 
FkV1=COS(Z/2•C)-COS(H(K)/2.0) 
D.1 = SQRT( (H(K)-Z)*(H(K)-Z) + B(K,I)*B(K,D) 
KERNDR=COS(DI)/Dl 
WDKN3=FkVl*KERNDR 
RETURN 
END

V G LEVEL 19 WDKNI3 DATE = 73319 16/27/48

FUNCTION WDKNI3(Z,K,I )
COF^CN/BS/B(2f2)/HS/H(2)
REAL KERNDI
FWV1=COS(Z/2.C)-COS(H(K)/2.G)
D1=SCRT((H(K)-Z)*(H(K)-Z)+B( S,I)*B(K,I))
KERNDI=SIN(D1)/D1
WDKNI3=FWV1*KER|MDI
RETURN
END


